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2015. 06. 13. Group of 8 summit turns into a discord by Russia-Ukrainian relations . This is an approximation, we acknowledge these changes may be very minor when compared to the overall wealth distribution.
This is a post WWII political episode in world history and this week is the 70th anniversary of the end of the war. . Prakash Varni, the sole individual criminal in the Tamil Nadu capital case, is today out on bail.
After this, the controversy over the steps taken by various commissions in office. . . Navy official shot dead in Andhra as protestors clash with security personnel Vikram Sathyam, deputy secretary of the Navy,
was shot at with a pistol and a country made bonkka around the leg, both gunshots being fired at close range. Confrontations broke out when protesters tried to enter the premises of East Coast Naval Zone
(ECNZ). . A nationwide strike had been called by the IWLF since April 26, to protest the atrocities on Dalits in the name of the anti-insurgency operations, and was observed by the trade unions and civil society
organisations. . . Diesel may surge, and the tax payers do benefit as well Diesel consumption in the country is expected to rise by at least seven per cent due to higher price of petroleum and the likely steps by
the government to increase its tax collections through such measures as licence cess on non-road vehicles. . ‘Trains are moving, buses are off the road’: Situation in major cities across the country . . Has the
government already begun to ban cattle slaughtering? Maharashtra has been tightening the regulations for a while now; Maharashtra legislators have already held meetings for a while now to prepare a draft bill
that was later referred to the law committee. Meanwhile, the Gujarat and Karnataka governments have also initiated the process of a crackdown on illegal cattle slaughterhouses. . . Outcome of a year of protest
in the country . . All Indians express solidarity to the people of Manipur Fauji unko sakti ke liye kanmano ka unki sakthi ki baat hai. . . ISLAMABAD: In a sharp escalation of tension in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
(KP) on Thursday
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